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     With enough data points of different stars, we will plot the R 
ratios of the He-Like lines (such as the R Ratio of 
forbidden/intercombination) and other ion ratios to test 
theories on the accretion shock, absorption, and temperature 
structure of Classical T-Tauri stars stars against Main Sequence 
stars.

(Predictive) Results, Analysis. Conclusions

Si Ratios (Temperature) for different stars     Using the Chandra/TGCat archive, we processed different stars’ 
emission spectra with the ISIS (Interactive Spectral Interpretation 
System) software by comparing the stars’ data to existing 
spectroscopy models.
     The helium-like emission lines are very important diagnostics for 
hot plasmas, being highly sensitive to density and temperature 
through the ratios of the resonance, intercombination, and 
forbidden lines. We want to process hundred of stars in this way to 
see if there structural differences in Classical T Tauri (accreting) and 
Main Sequence (coronal) stars.

     Chandra’s Grating Spectroscopy provides the spectral resolution 
needed for information-rich diagnostic measurements of the X-ray 
emissions from young stars. 
     These emission lines reveal the physical conditions of the outer 
layers, which are quite different between active coronae (the X-ray 
brightest part of the star) and accreting young stars, and we hope to 
learn more about how and why Classical T-Tauri stars differ from 
Main Sequence Stars.
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